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UpFront
Embracing Change
This issue of Jobber News
marks the first with
Steve Pawlett as editor.
Steve, as managing editor,
has been responsible for
the majority of content for
the past few years so this is
a natural progression. This
is a well-earned promotion
to editor for Steve who,
as you will read, has some
history with this industry.
My Publisher’s Comment
will continue in its
customary position at the
back of this magazine, so
Steve’s Up Front comments
will add to the perspectives
found within Jobber News.
Please welcome him in his
new role.
Andrew Ross, Publisher

4
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y first job was delivering parts for a
jobber in Toronto’s west end when
I was just 16. Back then (the mid’70s), gas was 50 cents a gallon and eighttrack tapes were all the rage. I remember driving down obscure side streets and
unnamed back alleyways in downtown
Toronto to drop off parts to auto repair
shops and bodyshops while listening to
bands like Creedence Clearwater Revival
and Grand Funk Railroad.
Finding a lot of these shops was a real
treat, as many of them didn’t have an address,
other than “turn right at the alley behind the
A & P, go past the third dumpster and ask
for Tony.”
I used to wonder how the heck these
shops stayed in business. There was no
Internet. They weren’t in the Yellow Pages
since they didn’t have an address; they simply
relied on word of mouth. Back then, it was
your reputation that sustained your business.
Well, times have changed a bit since then.
Eight-tracks no longer exist, gas prices are
in the double digits, and OEMs are in a
race to meet CAFE (Corporate Average Fuel
Economy) requirements by 2025.
The aftermarket has experienced a great
deal of change since the ’70s, and it’s about
to experience a great deal more change in
the coming decade – not only from parts
proliferation, as OEMs revamp complete
platforms and spew out new SKUs like popcorn. Jobbers also have to deal with the
increasing use of telematics, and the growing influence of social media on consumer
purchasing patterns. It’s going to take a lot
of savvy to learn and embrace these new ways
of doing business and remain at the top of
your game.
For example, e-tailing is now the fastest
growing retail sector in the automotive aftermarket, and becoming a significant revenue
stream for auto parts sales, according to any
e-tailing study you happen to get your hands
on. And, as we all know, Amazon is very
interested in the automotive aftermarket
business. The company recently revamped

its business model for B2B sales and is introducing a feature called Live Expert for technical questions answered real-time direct
from the manufacturer, and detailed product content including technical specs, CAD
drawings, hi-res images, and how-to videos.
Any jobber that doesn’t have an online
presence and isn’t actively utilizing social
media (the newest form of “word of mouth”)
to promote his/her business, is literally
going to be left behind. Oh and by the way,
your online site should be mobile-friendly,
since half of your customers (technicians
included) now prefer to shop with their
mobile devices. These customers prefer the
convenience and immediacy of searching
for products, mapping a store location, and
shopping for services from the palm of their
hand.
In upcoming issues of Jobber News we will
be reporting on these and other topics.
Some of the features you can expect to
see include Understanding The Value Of
E-tailing; How To Build Sales Through Social
Media; How Telematics Will Affect The Way
You Do Business; and How To Capitalize
On The Buying Patterns Of Millennials
(those discerning 25- to 35-year-olds who are
replacing the easy-spending baby boomer
generation). We will also take an in-depth
look at Succession Planning, and encourage
more industry dialogue by having Q & A sessions with jobbers from across the country
on these emerging issues that are, and will
be, affecting the aftermarket.
Even though the aftermarket business is
getting an awful lot more complicated, when
you drill down though it all, one thing that
hasn’t changed is your reputation for giving
good service. If you’re really good at what
you do – like Tony who worked out of a little
shop in a back alley with no address – customers will seek you out. They just have more
ways to find you and your competition now.
— Steve Pawlett, Editor,
spawlett@jobbernews.com
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Mister Transmission Commits To Raising
$50K For Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation
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Fel-Pro Introduces
Engine Sealing Coverage
for Jaguar
The Fel-Pro Gaskets
brand has introduced
first-to-market complete
engine sealing coverage
for tens of thousands of
2002-2005 Jaguar 2.5L
DOHC V6 engines (VIN
D) registered in North
America.

Mister Transmission has announced the continuance of its partnership with the Canadian
Breast Cancer Foundation. To support the
cause, Mister Transmission shops from coast to
coast have committed to raising a minimum of
$50,000 by November 30, 2015.
This is the second year of Mister Transmission’s partnership with the national charity.
Last year the company committed to the same
amount, yet exceeded expectations by raising
over $80,000. Mister Transmission kicked off
this year’s fundraising activities with its annual
golf tournament, held at the King’s Riding
Golf Club in Aurora, Ontario. The event
brought in $15,000 for CBCF.
“Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation is
grateful to Mister Transmission and its employees across the country for their passion and
commitment to our vision of a future without
breast cancer,” says Anthony Miceli, Canadian
Breast Cancer Foundation – Ontario Region
executive director. “Funds raised through the
CIBC Run for the Cure enable CBCF to continue to fund groundbreaking breast cancer
research, education, and advocacy initiatives.”
Mister Transmission (International) president and CEO Randall A. Moore says, “Last
year was a test to see how well we would do,

FedDev Ontario Invests In
Halla Visteon Canada

Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com
News and more by
following JobberNews
on Twitter.

The Federal Economic Development Agency
for Southern Ontario (FedDev Ontario) has
announced an investment of up to $2.175 million for Halla Visteon Canada to launch a new
line of thermal engine control parts.
Halla Visteon Canada, a subsidiary of global auto parts supplier Halla Visteon Climate
Control, manufactures parts for automotive
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and as you can tell our team knocked it out of
the park. A large number of our employees’
families and friends have been affected by
breast cancer, which makes this initiative close
to our hearts. This year we intend to surpass
our donation raised last year. Everyone really
enjoyed participating and we are excited to do
it all again.”
Participating Mister Transmission shops
will participate in the run in support of fellow
employees and franchise owners, as well as the
millions of people affected by breast cancer in
Canada.
climate control systems. The company is adopting new technologies and manufacturing processes for one of its Belleville plants, where
electronic throttle bodies and electronic coolant valves will be produced. These parts are
elements of the company’s expanded product
offering into the thermal and emissions segment of the automotive industry.
The adoption of new technologies has
allowed Halla Visteon to reverse its decision
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Dayco Adds Interactive
Routing Guides To
Online Catalogue
Dayco has announced the
addition of Interactive
Routing Guides to
its North American
aftermarket website,
DaycoProducts.com. This
latest online feature,
following Dayco’s
360-degree part images,
VIN scanning, and
license plate parts lookup, gives end users a
more efficient way to find
replacements parts.
* * *
Spectra Premium
Releases 218 SKUs
Spectra Premium’s
latest product release
includes 218 new SKUs,
of which 54 are firstto-market parts and
aftermarket exclusive to
Spectra Premium. These
new cooling, engine
management, and fuel
products cover over 110
million vehicles on the
road today.

to close an underutilized Belleville plant. The
company will diversify its climate control products and will be better equipped to respond
to industry demand for new technologies and
innovations that improve the fuel efficiency of
vehicles.
“This funding will help an automotive parts
manufacturer build on and enhance its product offerings, but also strengthen its connection to the community,” says Daryl Kramp, MP
for Prince Edward–Hastings. “The reversal
of the decision to close one of the Belleville
plants is a great sign for this community and
Halla Visteon Canada’s future.”
The repayable contribution is through FedDev Ontario’s Investing in Business Growth
and Productivity initiative, which is aimed at
helping established businesses to expand their
operations, invest in productivity improvements, and compete globally.

Uni-Select Q2 2015 Financial
Results Up

Uni-Select Inc. has reported solid financial
results with increased adjusted earnings for
the second quarter ended June 30, 2015. Over
the course of the second quarter, the corporation completed the sale of substantially all the
net assets of Uni-Select USA, Inc. and Beck/
Arnley Worldparts, Inc. to affiliates of Icahn
Enterprises L.P. for net cash proceeds of $324
million. The proceeds of the transaction were
used by Uni-Select to repay its outstanding
debt and to settle related transaction costs.
Accordingly, the second quarter and six-month
period results include respectively two and five
months of operations from the net assets sold.
“I am very pleased by our solid performance
in the second quarter and delighted by the
balanced contribution of both our automotive products and paint and related products
segments to our results. I am particularly
delighted that we are starting to see Uni-Select
emerge as a substantially more profitable operation featuring a very strong balance sheet,”
says Uni-Select president and CEO Richard
G. Roy. “As I prepare to leave for retirement, I
could not be prouder of what we have achieved
as a team and I am confident that an exciting
future awaits Uni-Select under the leadership
of Henry Buckley as president and chief executive officer, effective August 1, 2015.”

BFGoodrich KO2 Tire Sales Top
$1M in NA

BFGoodrich Tires has sold more than one
million All-Terrain T/A KO2 tires in North
America, less than eight months after launching in the market.
The company’s advanced light truck tire
premiered in 2014 with 12 initial sizes, and has
since expanded to 40 available sizes. A total of
57 sizes will be available to authorized dealers
in Canada when the line expansion is completed in the coming months.
Engineered from BFGoodrich’s championship off-road motorsports racing technology,
8
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the KO2 delivers toughness, tread life, and
traction for traversing the harshest conditions,
including gravel, dirt, rock, mud, and snow.

CRP Industries Inc. Acquires
Atlantic Automotive Enterprises

CRP Industries Inc. has announced the acquisition of Atlantic Automotive Enterprises
(AAE), a steering systems manufacturer specializing in new and remanufactured steering
racks, power steering pumps, gear boxes, and
related electric components.
AAE will function as a wholly owned subsidiary of CRP Industries Inc. and operate
independently out of its 125,000-sq.-ft. headquarters and manufacturing facility in Tabor
City, N.C.
“This acquisition is a great opportunity for
both CRP Industries and AAE, and both companies will gain considerable benefits from
our combined experience, skill sets, and core
competencies. AAE puts us into the remanufacturing business and also brings us an exciting new product segment that offers significant top-line growth potential made possible
by our strong market position and the ongoing
developments within the power steering product category,” says Daniel N. Schildge, CEO of
CRP Industries Inc.
AAE owner and founder John Treece will
remain at the helm of AAE and become part of
the CRP Industries management team, reporting directly to Daniel N. Schildge.
“Our organization is extremely excited to
be uniting with such an outstanding organization as CRP Industries,” says Treece. “Both
companies have a long history and reputation for being quality-oriented and servicedriven. Our corporate values and cultures with
respect to how we service our customers and
appreciate and value our employees are closely
aligned. This is truly a win-win for our collective customers and employees.”

Hankook Tire Expands
N.A. Radial Truck Tire Business

Hankook Tire has announced it will be
expanding its original equipment portfolio
in North America to supply tires for Ford’s
new 2016 F-650/F-750 medium-duty trucks.
Selected as an OE supplier for one of the
leading automakers in the medium duty truck
segment, Hankook Tire will provide Ford with
four different patterns (AH11, AH22, DH07,
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Wagner Brake Products
Expands Pad Coverage
The Wagner Brake
brand has expanded
its replacement brake
pad coverage with the
addition of several
new premium pad sets
available for more than
1.1 million late-model
vehicles, including 2015
Ford Transit vans and
2014-2015 Dodge Charger
Pursuit police vehicles.
* * *
Beck/Arnley Adds New
Foreign Nameplate Part
Numbers
Beck/Arnley has added
1,556 new part numbers
to its line of premium
quality, genuine foreign
nameplate products
during the first six
months of 2015.

and DH15). The AH11 and DH07 will be available in 245/70R19.5 and 265/70R19.5, while
the AH22 and DH15 will be available in size
275/80R22.5.
The AH11 was designed for trucks operating in urban conditions. The tire’s enhanced
resistance to uneven wear as well as chips and
cuts from external shocks or heavy loads helps
to significantly prolong its lifespan. The AH11
adopts a structural design that ensures maximum user performance for extended highspeed driving. The advanced tire also meets
the needs of commercial vehicle drivers with
exceptional fuel efficiency.
The DH07 incorporates an optimized pattern design for the Ford 2016 F-650/F-750,
as well as an innovative belt structure that
minimizes the motion of its interior belts. This
greatly reduces the heat generated by the tires
and improves overall driving stability. Simultaneously, the DH07’s 3D kerf technology allows
it to maintain excellent traction and offers a
higher-mileage lifespan based on its strong
resistance to external damage.

Advance AP 2Q 2015 Results Up

Advance Auto Parts, Inc. has announced its
financial results for the second quarter ended
July 18, 2015. Advance Auto Parts now owns
Carquest Canada as a result of the recent General Parts acquisition.
Second quarter comparable cash earnings
per diluted share (Comparable Cash EPS)
were $2.27, which included a $0.03 unfavourable impact from foreign currency and was an
increase of 9.1% versus the second quarter last
year. These second quarter comparable results
exclude $0.08 of amortization of acquired
intangible assets and integration costs of $0.16
primarily associated with the acquisition of
General Parts International, Inc.
Total sales for the second quarter increased
1.0% to $2.37 billion, as compared with total
sales during the second quarter of fiscal 2014
of $2.35 billion. The sales increase was driven
by the addition of new stores over the past 12
months and a comparable store sales increase
of 1.0% partially offset by changes in Advance’s

APPOINTMENTS
Greg Hewgill has
joined Lucas Oil
Products, Inc. as
technical director.
Hewgill began his
oil industry career
soon after leaving
Cal State Fullerton, Cal., where he
studied science. His first full time in
the oil industry was with Union Oil
(later Unocal) Research Center in
Brea, Cal., as part of a team developing, testing, and implementing
10
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new technologies in the area of well
stimulation. In 1997 Hewgill went to
work at Wynn Oil as an industrial
chemist, working primarily in metal
working fluids, before transferring
to automotive aftermarket research
with the title of senior chemist and
lab manager. During his time at
Wynn’s, Hewgill helped develop new
products in every area of automotive
fluids, including engine oil, ATF,
power steering fluids, gear oils, and
coolants.

independent store count. Comparable store
sales were negatively impacted by 34 basis
points due to foreign currency fluctuations
from Canadian operations.
The Company’s gross profit rate was 45.9%
of sales during the second quarter as compared to 45.2% during the second quarter last
year. The 64 basis-point increase in gross profit rate was primarily the result of lower product
acquisition costs, inclusive of the company’s
ongoing merchandise cost synergy savings.
Operating cash flow increased approximately 3.2% to $330.8 million through the
second quarter of fiscal 2015, from $320.6 million through the second quarter of fiscal 2014.
Free cash flow increased to $216.3 million
through the second quarter of fiscal 2015 from
$214.3 million through the second quarter of
fiscal 2014. Capital expenditures through the
second quarter of fiscal 2015 were $114.5 million as compared to $106.3 million through
the second quarter of fiscal 2014.
“Our teams once again delivered on our
synergy expectations, expanded our core gross
margins and demonstrated expense discipline
to grow our comparable operating income
8.7% in the quarter,” says Mike Norona, executive vice-president and CFO.
“We continue to stay focused on our base
business while meeting our integration milestones and remain on pace to deliver against
our full-year guidance for comparable cash
EPS in the range of $8.10 to $8.30, including
achievement of our full-year synergy targets.”

Bosch Realigns NA Aftermarket
Organization

Odd Joergenrud, regional president North
America, Robert Bosch LLC, Automotive
Aftermarket, has announced a change in the
division’s organizational structure to address
the needs of a rapidly changing market and
to provide enhanced support to all channel
partners in the U.S. and Canada.
Effective July 1, 2015, Robert “Bobby”
Bloom, senior vice-president automotive aftermarket, assumed oversight of the Bosch Aftermarket Canadian operations in addition to
his existing U.S. responsibilities. Reporting
to Bloom, Niall Davidson will continue in his
current role as vice-president of sales/general
manager of Bosch Automotive Aftermarket in
Canada.
For Canadian customers, this realignment
will be seamless. They will continue to work
with their current Bosch Aftermarket Canada
team on a day-to-day basis; but that team will
now have enhanced resources at their disposal
to provide an even better customer experience.
“Uniting both operations under a single
structure creates synergies within all functional areas that will enable increased agility
and speed, resulting in even greater customer
satisfaction,” says Joergenrud.
JOBBER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2015
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TPMS Service, Education
Offer Profit Potential
By Tom Venetis

T

ires, wheels and TPMS
don’t seem like a big part
of a jobber’s regular line
of profit-making products,
yet these items can become a
lucrative profit centre if jobbers become a service operation’s first choice not only
for the products, but also for
education and materials to
educate vehicle owners on the
importance of the right tires
and of regular TPMS maintenance.
Tires tend to be items that
the vehicle owner only changes
when needed, and winter tires
are not yet mandated across
Canada, dampening potential sales when the weather
changes. While TPMS is now
a standard vehicle technology,
many drivers overlook regular
maintenance, and most shops
don’t habitually push this maintenance.
For most jobbers, these realities mean they forego carrying much stock in tires, accessories, or TPMS replacement
kits, compared to other high-volume and profit-generating
technologies such as brakes, struts, or lubricants and oils.
Susan Chura, co-owner of Beausejour Tire Ltd. in
Beausejour, Manitoba, straddles both sides of the issue. Her
operation serves both as a jobber to many local service operations, and maintains an active service operation as well.
From that unique vantage point, Chura finds that when
it comes to tires and accessories such as rims, for example,
what service operations and vehicle owners need is someone
that they can trust and that will give them information that
is accurate.
Chura adds most vehicle owners are not fixated on price
when it comes to tires and accessories. What they want is
information on what’s best for their vehicle. “We don’t have
a problem with [a customer] saying to us, ‘I’m going to go
somewhere else because you are ten dollars more per tire.’
12
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Our clients come to us because they trust us and we offer a
high quality of service.”
The same goes with rims, Chura says, where sales have
grown significantly over the last year. Again, the secret for
moving rims is making sure you can offer a choice of different high-quality rims for the customer’s vehicle. Many vehicle
owners do not know that there are options for their vehicles.
If given a choice, Chura says, many will upgrade to higher
quality rims or purchase rims for winter tires.
“The vast majority of people who come to us will go for
it,” she says. “If a person wants a fancier rim for their vehicle,
and you offer such a rim to them, they will go for it. But they
have to be given the choice and you need to be able to get it
for them.”
Chura says one thing that has helped with tire sales and
rims is Manitoba’s recently introduced low-cost winter tire
purchase program. Run by Manitoba Public Insurance, it
provides loans up to 48 months at prime plus two per cent
for up to $2,000 per vehicle, to purchase and install a set of
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four winter tires.
Sue Latino, owner of Scarborough,
Ontario-based Redline Automotive,
agrees that vehicle owners need information so that they can make informed
decisions, and that service operations
rely on jobbers to give them that information just as much as having product
available. Information about the newest
tires, accessories, and TPMS are invaluable to service writers and technicians.
“We are very much focused on educating people on the technicalities of
tires, on safety, and on making sure
we recommend the right tire for their
vehicle,” Latino says. “For example, we
will educate the vehicle owner on making sure the tire is rated correctly for
speed, load, and performance for their
vehicle.”
When you have that information, it
becomes easier to make a tire sale to a
vehicle owner, and you can move the
conversation away from price to what is
best for them. “Sometimes, what people
want is not what they actually need,”
Latino observes.
Another aspect of tire service jobbers
need to be expert on is TPMS. What
was once a luxury feature for high-end
vehicles has now become standard and
is considered a safety feature. Both Sue
Latino and Susan Chura say there are
aspects of TPMS service and maintenance service writers and technicians
need to be kept informed of, which creates a natural opportunity for jobbers
to provide both TPMS service kits and
expertise.
Steve Landis, head of product
management, TPMS & Electronics
Innovations – NAFTA and Interior
Division/Commercial Vehicles &
Aftermarket Business Unit with
Continental Automotive Systems Inc.,
says that jobbers and technicians need
to first grasp the difference between
indirect and direct TPMS systems and
how that impacts such service as Vehicle
Reset and Vehicle Relearn when the
tires are rotated or TPMS sensors are
replaced. “Indirect TPMS works through
the use of wheel speed sensors to indirectly monitor changes in tire pressure
through the spectrum of anti-lock brake
signals, but predominantly relying on
JOBBER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2015
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tire diameter evaluation versus properly inflated tires; lower pressure tires
have a smaller diameter and therefore
rotate faster. Indirect TPMS does not
contain tire pressure sensors inside the
tires. Direct TPMS contains tire pressure sensors inside the tires, provides
more accurate monitoring, and offers
many service opportunities for the automotive technician. Run-flat tires require
Direct TPMS.”
“There is a great deal of importance
that the Vehicle Reset (Indirect TPMS
recalibration after changing air in
the tires/changing tires) and Vehicle
Relearn (Direct TPMS radio frequency
(RF) communication between sensors/
vehicle receiver after sensor replacement or rotation) procedures be completed after TPMS service,” Landis continues. “Only through the Vehicle Reset
(Indirect TPMS) procedure does the
vehicle have an accurately established
baseline for proper pressure and therefore can accurately warn of low pressure
situations. The Vehicle Relearn (Direct
TPMS) procedure is required to learn
sensor IDs, sensor locations, clear prior
malfunction codes, low pressure codes,
diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs), and to
confirm full system functionality.”
Landis adds there is considerable
legislation in the United States mandating the use and maintenance of TPMS.
Why? Simply, a well-maintained TPMS
will not only improve mileage and overall tire life; it will help in reducing stopping distance and hydroplaning in wet
weather, and will help in the overall
handling of the vehicle.
Landis outlines one such TPMS procedure that needs to be followed to comply with the legislation.
“Understanding the differences
between a Direct TPMS low tire pressure
light (solid on) and a malfunction indicator lamp ‘MIL’ (flashing 60-90 seconds
upon malfunction detection, followed
by a solid light, with the process repeating during subsequent vehicle start-ups
until the malfunction is corrected). For
the low tire pressure light, simply adjust
the tires to the proper placard pressure,”
Landis continues. “For the malfunction
indicator, there is something more in-

The tradition
continues...

Friedrich Fischer’s ideas are the
inspiration that keep our wheels turning.
From it’s beginnings in Germany over
130 years ago, FAG has been a leader
in the roller bearing industry.
Friedrich Fischer invented the steel ball
grinding machine in 1883, paving the
way for the modern ball bearing. His
company, Fischer AG, known today as
FAG, continues to build on his tradition.
When you install FAG products, you get
OE quality and more than 130 years of
tradition and manufacturing excellence.
www.Schaeffler-Aftermarket.us
Blue Seal
of Excellence
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When the Used Car
Dealers Association of
Ontario went looking
for a new way to serve
its members, it needed
an innovative flexible
approach that would
meet the needs of its
diverse membership
base of 4800 car
dealers in Ontario.

the idea surfaced to get members a better deal
for the parts they needed to service cars and
prepare them for sale, it quickly became clear
that quality parts and second-to-none service
were going to be required to meet the UCDA’s
own standards for what it offers members.
“We sat down with NAPA and designed the
program. We have the largest dealers and the
smallest dealers in the market so we needed
a program that worked for all our members.
We designed a program that rewarded loyalty
and NAPA adapted really well to our members’
needs,” says Pierce.
“When we put the program together with
the UCDA, we knew that we needed to
ensure that it worked for all of their members
and prove that our NAPA Auto Parts Stores
would provide the high level
of service each UCDA member
was accustomed to from the
association–wherever they were
located, and whatever the size
of their operation,” says Robert
Duncan, Regional Vice-President,
Ontario. “But it was new territory so
it was a learning process for both
organizations, and we didn’t know just
how successful it would be.”

THE UCDA WANTED
A PARTS PROGRAM.
NAPA AUTO PARTS
WAS THE VERY
CLEAR CHOICE.

In the initial stages, the UCDA and NAPA set
out to estimate how much the dealer members
would buy through the program.

When Bob Pierce came to his role as director
of member services for Used Car Dealers
Association of Ontario (UCDA) after years
with the provincial regulator and the new
car dealers association, he was immediately
impressed with the UCDA’s focus on member
satisfaction.
“It was like something I had never seen,”
Pierce says of his arrival at the UCDA. “There
was a focus on delivering something to
your members that says ‘that’s awesome,’ no
matter what the service was; it was always
about what programs we would bring them
that would make them feel they had to be a
member.”
While the UCDA had previously brought
business services to the membership—
insurance, benefits, credit card plans—when
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“Everybody thinks they can forecast numbers,”
says Pierce. “We picked a number that doubled
what NAPA was already selling our members.
In the first year, we tripled it. The next year
that number doubled and then that number
doubled again the following year.”
Now in its sixth year, the program continues
to outpace expectations. “It turned out to be a
program that our members really put to use.
Our members are all about conditioning cars
and getting them into the hands of satisfied
owners.
“We are very pleased with UCDA’s relationship
with NAPA. We are still trying to figure out
how big this is going to get. NAPA’s ability to
adapt has been amazing. When we started, for
example, they weren’t very big in the Greater
Toronto Area, and in a short period of time they
have adapted and grown in areas where they
hadn’t been.
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“Watching how dedicated the people are in
getting the stores up and running so that all
of our members are up and running has been
pretty cool to watch.”
For Pierce and the UCDA, it’s all about keeping
association members happy.
“We have a tremendously successful renewal
program with our members. We are not a
buying group, but we do have services we
provide and we can get our dealer a better
deal. If you are a UCDA member, you get this
NAPA deal. If you’re not a member, you don’t.“
“The program we put together with the UCDA
required us to put some unique elements
in place to ensure that each dealer, big and
small, received our industry leading NAPA
level service,” says SImon Weller, VP Sales &
Marketing. “In addition to providing a great
service to their members and providing a
customer base for our NAPA Auto Parts Stores,
it also provided us with an opportunity to show
that even though NAPA is a large organization
with incredible resources at hand, we are very
flexible and will meet our customers’ needs.”
“I have the ability to pick up the phone and
talk with the people that I need to,” says Pierce.
“We don’t have to do that often because NAPA
is delivering as promised to our members.
And that’s something we can’t say for some
of the other business services who serve our
members.”
The program is exceeding his expectations.
“Our growth is pretty consistent. We’re happy
to see that. From my perspective it is one of
those services we provide our members that
helps when car sales are up and when they
are down.
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“If car sales are strong, there are more tradeins and they need parts to condition those for
resale. If the auto industry is slow in sales, they
need more parts to repair cars so owners can
keep them on the road.
“It’s just such a great fit for our members.“
“It’s a true loyalty program, and that side of it
has worked out nicely. It has been a real draw
for dealers to stay part of the UCDA.
“It’s all about the service. They know they can
call up the NAPA Auto Parts store with a car on
the hoist and get the parts they need. There are
very few places in the province that they can’t
service and they need to be able to get parts to
our dealers quickly. The price is good on parts
too, but the service is there and that’s what
really matters.
“NAPA didn’t get this big this fast unless they
delivered what they said they would deliver,”
says Pierce. “And NAPA is delivering for UCDA
members.”

NAPA congratulates
the UCDA and its
4800 members across
Ontario on their
continued success.
We look forward
to continuing to
serve you as a
trusted partner.
NAPACanada.com
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depth that requires attention. Either a sensor has gone bad
due to battery failure or sensor damage, or the sensor radio
frequency (RF) transmission is being blocked.”
One issue facing both jobbers and service operations is
keeping an adequate stock of TPMS replacements at hand.
Some TPMS are OEM-specific and one can only replace a system with another OEM-specific replacement that is tailored
for one make and model of vehicle. This potentially means
having to keep a large number of SKUs on hand. In the last
several years, however, there have been a greater number of
aftermarket TPMS replacements that can be fitted to a wider
range of vehicle types and models, reducing the number of
SKUs that have to be kept on hand. The challenge comes
down to having the right mix. That is going to be influenced
by which vehicles are coming into the service bays.
“It depends on your business model,” says Tyson Boyer,
sales manager at Dill Air Control Products, LLC. “If you are
strictly a niche service provider for a select make of vehicle,
you may consider OEM sensors. For example, if you only work
on Land Rover and use OEM parts, then you may only carry
three to four OEM sensors. If your business model includes
most vehicles, it
is suggested to
select an aftermarket sensor
program that is
OEM-validated.
TPM sensors are
broken
down
into three buckets: direct, OEM one-for-one direct fitment;
multi-application, where the sensor is pre-programmed
with a wide range of vehicles for maximum coverage; and
programmable, where the sensor comes blank and must be
programmed for the car it is being installed into prior to
installation.”
“Multi-application TPMS service solutions like the VDO
REDI-Sensor lead to a hugely beneficial reduction in both
sensor SKUs and overall investment cost for the entire distribution channel, while maintaining sensor coverage for a
wide selection of domestic, Asian, and European vehicles,”
adds Landis. “Cataloguing complexity is also largely reduced
due to the large consolidation of sensor part numbers. And
because VDO REDI-Sensor is pre-programmed and ready
out of the box like an OE sensor, it is immediately ready for
vehicle installation and the OE vehicle relearn process. To
further help manage the TPMS service challenge, VDO is
additionally offering VDO REDI-Sensor Starter Kits and
Fleet Kits that cater to the specific needs of our customers
that are first getting started in TPMS service, and for those
that have a specialized grouping of vehicle applications they
regularly service.”
To avoid comebacks, Boyer says that it is important that
jobbers have accurate information to give to service writers
about TPMS and replacement kits. “We all know comebacks
can really hurt a business fast. We equip service providers and

their teams with information as soon as we receive it from all
of our OEM partners. This includes new valve stems, changes
in technology as new vehicles roll off the line, recalls, part
numbers, etc. Another strong advantage Dill brings is that
our complete TPMS program is managed in our manufacturing facility in North Carolina. Design, quality, testing, tech
support, all of it is in-house. That allows us to make decisions
and provide expert support without calling a third party or
trying to search through different databases for answers. We
offer a comprehensive vehicle look-up and Techline support
for free. No sign-up or requirements. Our website look-up
provides part numbers, pictures of each component, relearn
procedures in a printable PDF, notification when a relearn is
required, torque specs for proper installation, and training
videos for the technician and consumer.”
One area where jobbers can help service operations and
service writers is to emphasize how important it is to sell
TPMS maintenance and service. Too often, service writers
are not selling the service as part of a regular maintenance
routine. Jobbers are not pushing TPMS service and replacement kits and tools when a service operation calls for tires or
tire-related accessories and tools.
Landis offers some tips that can be placed top-of-mind
both for the jobber and the service writer. “Identify any potential TPMS system concerns to your customer prior to taking
the vehicle in for service.” Landis says. “Review the condition
of the sensor stems and check the dashlights for a possible
TPMS MIL. But, be aware that there are many varieties of
Direct TPMS systems. Valve-type includes clamp-in sensors
(threaded metal
valve stem with
hex nut) and
snap-in sensors
(rubber
valve
stem with sensor). Valveless
sensors are typically banded (metal wheel band around drop centre of
wheel), but tire inner liner (glue-in) styles have recently been
developed.
“Attempting to visually identify a TPMS-equipped vehicle
by the exposed valve stem type alone can be misleading due
to these sensor varieties. Remember to replace the TPMS
service kits during every tire service. If there is more TPMS
service required than simply service kit replacement, be sure
to perform the OE vehicle relearn process. And, don’t forget
to check the spare for a fifth TPMS sensor if the spare is full
size.”
“Inspection should occur during any vehicle service,”
adds Dill Air Control Products’ Boyer. “If TPMS is not on
your inspection sheet, you are missing opportunities and not
providing the full service your customers need. It is the same
concept if you provide brake and tire service. If you do a
rotation, you are checking brakes and probably more. If you
are performing a brake job, you are inspecting the tires too.
“Bottom line that jobbers and garages must know is that
this system is working and saving lives all the time. Facts cannot be disputed. By not embracing and taking full ownership
of this category, they are exposing themselves for competitors to steal their customers, losing a revenue category since
traditional rubber valve stem replacements have declined so
much, and risking their customer relationships due to not
doing what is correct maintenance for the vehicle.”

Jobbers need to educate their shop counterpeople
on how to upsell tire accessories and to provide
tools for maintaining a vehicle’s TPMS
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CHANGE THE WAY YOU

SEE THE ROAD
There are GE NIGHTHAWK™ products for nearly everything on wheels – from long-lasting
LEDs to Xenon-charged headlamps that provide more light on the road. Experience the
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• Lasting performance
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Ride Control
How Proper Staff Training
Can Benefit Your Bottom Line
By Andrew Brooks
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Veedol Syntron is a fully synthetic
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wear and fuel efficiency, making
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automotive professionals. And
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ide control is a simple idea, but
there are a couple of major misconceptions that are holding back
sales, limiting service levels, and even
endangering lives.
Most drivers, and even many technicians, view ride control as shocks
and struts, but the category extends to
other systems and components such as
brakes, steering, and tires. A further
misconception is that ride control delivers nothing more than driver comfort;
the safety dimension, which tends to
get overlooked, needs to become a real
focus for jobbers and their customers.
“I don’t think that many people realize ride control components are a safety
feature,” says Billy Love, parts manager
for Motormania Parts and Service Ltd.
in Slave Lake, Alberta. Love says that
he and his counter staff make a point
of impressing on their customers the
importance of doing a thorough job
when it comes to ride control, even
when the technician is under pressure
to do the minimum work to save the
driver money.
The importance of educating jobber
sales and counter staff so that they can
take a big-picture view when advising
the customer also isn’t lost on Christian
Baillargeon, who does counter sales
for NAPA Auto Parts Inc. in Montreal.
“You need to know what the piece will
do to the car, what problem it will
solve,” Baillargeon says. “You have to
know what you’re selling. Sometimes
the customer needs more than shocks
and struts.”
Safety is a proven trigger point
for consumers who might otherwise
assume these components are only
there to provide comfort, says Mark
Boyle, Tenneco’s director of marketing,
product and brand, North America
Aftermarket. “When you explain that
ride control parts play a crucial role in
ensuring safe steering, stopping, and
stability, and that the presence of even

one worn shock or strut can increase
stopping distance in certain situations,
the consumer gains a broader understanding of why this repair is so important. Being able to communicate this
information at the counter and over
the phone is key to growing your ride
control sales.”
Ride control ranks as a high-value
repair, says Boyle. “It offers the jobber comparatively strong replacement
rates, a proven link to consumer safety,
and perhaps most important, a benefit
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that can actually be felt by the consumer following the repair. This isn’t
true of many product categories, but
when worn ride control components
are replaced with quality units, the
difference in vehicle performance is
obvious.”
Brad Scott, director, strategic
accounts for Gabriel (Ride Control,
LLC), cites a Royal Automotive Club
1990 study. “The study examined two
average family sedans, one with brand
new shocks all around, one with 50%
resistance removed in the rear,” Scott
says. “The sample with lower resistance
took almost 7 extra metres (23 feet)
to stop from 112 kph (70 mph). That’s
longer than most vehicles.”
The problem is that because the
consumer is the one who ultimately
pays, financial questions often trump
questions of safety – even when saving
now actually means paying more later.
That pressure is communicated directly
to the technician, who passes it on to
the jobber. With the technician under
intense pressure to turn jobs around as

quickly and cheaply as possible, it logically falls – or should fall – to the jobber
to take the big-picture view and try to
educate technicians on the importance
of looking beyond the single-part quick
fix.
In an age when consumers do an
increasing amount of product research
online before even leaving the house,
the Internet is really the new front line
for jobbers and technicians when it
comes to providing information to the
consumer. It’s also the primary choice
for accessing training, technical tips,
and specialized product information,
not to mention online ordering.
“There’s a lot of online training
that our staff can access,” says Kevin
Addison, sales rep for Maslack Supply
in North Bay, Ontario. “A lot of manufacturers will have a website that a
tech can access to do training modules
– and a lot of manufacturers have a
YouTube link to videos that show how
to do different kinds of jobs.”
Brad Scott notes that while manufacturers like Gabriel have had parts

catalogues online for a long time, it’s
only in the last five years or so that
manufacturer websites have developed
to their full potential. “Five years ago
the online catalogues were antiquated,”
he says. “No parts lookups, no videos,
nothing like that. Today we’ve rendered
the paper catalogue obsolete, and like
all the major manufacturers we have a
wealth of online videos that offer training, technical help, installation tips,
walkthroughs, highly detailed product
information, etc.” Gabriel is also working on app-based technology that will
not only test for worn shocks and struts,
but just as importantly, enable jobbers
to show drivers exactly how much their
ride control system performance has
deteriorated.
One way to raise awareness and educate jobbers and technicians alike is
through in-person education. Tenneco
brings its well-known Monroe Ride &
Drive program to dozens of markets
each year to help distributor, jobber,
and repair shop professionals experience and learn how to communicate the
benefits of ride control replacement.
The program also provides instruction
on market and product trends, and
hands-on training in undercar technologies. “We also offer a helpful ride
control flipbook that can be used with
the consumer at the counter, as well as
a variety of interactive training tools to
help counter people and technicians
sell the value of this important service,”
Boyle says.

Crash avoidance

For its part, KYB Americas Corp. has
mounted a door-to-door campaign
where its sales and training managers
conduct onsite jobber and service provider training, with a particular focus
on the link between ride control and
today’s highly sophisticated crash avoidance systems.
“The term ‘ride control’ is often
misunderstood and undervalued, so it’s
important that jobber salespeople take
a closer look at how these components
have become critical to the performance of the electronic, smart, integrated vehicle,” says Mac McGovern,
director of marketing and training,
KYB Aftermarket Sales and Distribution
Center. As many as 80% of all vehicles
on the road today are not fully capable
of their designed crash avoidance performance, McGovern says.
McGovern also points to National
continued on page 22
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It’s the servIce that
sets BestBuy apart,
says toronto JoBBer
FIncham automotIve
Keeping the focus on
the jobber is a natural for
the Bestbuy Distributors
buying group, says Tony
Racioppo of Fincham
Automotive Supplies, since
it’s run entirely by – and for –
jobbers like himself.
Fincham Automotive
has a staff of 25 who
serve a diverse
customer base in
Toronto’s north west.

Being part of a buying group that’s made up of jobbers themselves was a big part of the
reason Tony Racioppo of Toronto’s Fincham Automotive Supplies decided to join the Bestbuy
Distributors buying group a few years ago. And as he celebrates his 35th year of ownership
of the Toronto automotive aftermarket business, it’s a partnership that’s going stronger than
ever.
Fincham was started by the Fincham brothers way back in 1957, who ran it for twenty years
before selling to new owners in the late seventies, who ran it for just three years before putting it
up for sale in 1980.
At the time, Tony was fresh out of school, and looking around to buy an established business
that would give him a good career. “I knew nothing about the automotive business, but I learned
on the job – boy did I learn!” he laughs. “I did everything in the early years: I was a driver,
worked in the back, and on the counter.” Today, he heads a team of 25 employees, and credits
their enthusiasm and loyal service as one of the keys to Fincham’s success.
Fincham Automotive was part of the buying group Replacement Parts Depot Ltd., and Tony
rose to eventually become its president, a position he held for 12 years, until RPDL was
acquired in 2007. Around 2012 Tony became interested in what Bestbuy Distributors had to
offer.
“It was organized in a way similar to RPDL, in that it was run by jobbers themselves, which I
liked,” he says. “I knew they understood the business from my side of the counter. They also
had a warehouse that was very close to my store, which was an added convenience.”
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Tony Racioppo says
joining Bestbuy has
proven its worth
over and over for
Fincham Automotive.

Tony says of all the advantages that the buying group offers, it’s the service that really has
made his membership in Bestbuy a profitable and productive one. “Every time you call in, Kim
or Jeff are right there to serve you right away; I really like that their main focus is on the jobber.
They have a complete array of parts that really cover everything a jobber needs to compete
successfully in today’s market – and they just added another 35,000 square feet to their
warehouse. They give you buying and negotiating power with the suppliers that you would
never have otherwise.”
But over and above the great service Fincham relies on, Tony and his wife have particularly
enjoyed another bonus of Bestbuy membership: the travel opportunities that go along with
it. “Through Bestbuy, we have travelled to places we never would have gone on our own,”
he says. Bestbuy’s annual Buy and Sell trade conference, which brings vendor partners
and Bestbuy shareholders together for productive one on one meetings is very unique. The
cameraderie and positive relationships formed within the group comes naturally at these
meetings, which are held across North America, with the most recent one in Bermuda.
“Bestbuy also offers multiple marketing programs to assist with customer retention such as
Best Auto and Best Training. Quality Automotive Products, Bestbuy’s own premium private label
line, is an important addition to my product mix, and helps boost profit margins too.”

Bestbuy’s Quality
Automotive
Products premium
private label line
has been an
important addition to
Fincham’s offering.

We asked Tony what advice he would give other jobbers who are considering the benefits
of joining a buying group, but aren’t sure what’s in it for them or even where to start. “I’d say
before you make a decision, do your homework and examine the programs the different groups
offer carefully.
“For me, I found that when you compare, Bestbuy really has the best individual shareholder
program in the industry, and the profits go right back to the members. I really like the fact that
they are a group of like-minded jobbers like ourselves, and the level of service is really geared to
helping the jobber succeed.”

www.bestbuydistributors.ca
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Highway Safety statistics that show that
vehicles four to eight years old are the
most likely to be involved in an accident. “Since all of these vehicles were
equipped with some level of electronic
crash avoidance systems, it’s easy to
conclude that as ride control component wear occurs, the performance of
crash avoidance does too,” he says. “As
the vehicle gets older, the mechanical
side of crash avoidance can’t support
the expectations of the onboard electronics; the driver is actually driving a
vehicle that is incapable of achieving
its advertised safety performance. A
good guess is that as many as 80% of
all vehicles on the road today are not
fully capable of their designed crash
avoidance.”
McGovern believes jobbers aren’t
yet playing their full role in getting the
word out. “It still seems that it’s being
looked at as a parts question: we have
boxes with parts in them, we look them
up, we get the service provider a component that meets their expectations at
the right price point.” Jobbers need to

become more active in driving information to their shop customers, to have
a positive influence on what parts get
sold and in particular to help to ensure
that those parts are of the appropriate
quality for the vehicle.
“Instead of saying ‘yes, we have it,’
it should be ‘tell me more about the
vehicle you’re working on, so I can do
research and make sure you’re ordering
the correct materials to do the job,’”
McGovern says. “That’s when the job
gets complicated – as it should.”

Jobbers, technicians, and customers all stand to
benefit from improved ride control awareness
Red flags

Mark Boyle lists some of the common signs that ride control components could be worn: uneven tire wear
– particularly “cupping” of the tires –
and unsatisfactory ride characteristics,
including excessive suspension bouncing, brake dive, acceleration squat, and
increased roll and/or sway. Physical

Smoking is bad
for cars too.
Felpro-Only.com
©2015 Federal-Mogul Motorparts Corporation. All trademarks shown are owned by
Federal-Mogul Corporation, or one or more of its subsidiaries, in one or more countries. All rights reserved.
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signs, he adds, include fluid leaks from
the shock or strut body, dents or other
damage to the unit body, and broken,
damaged, and/or corroded mounts
and bushings. “Failing to replace worn
shocks can lead to accelerated wear of
the vehicle’s tires and brakes in certain situations. More importantly, worn
ride control units can impact vehicle
steering, stopping, and stability performance, so the customer’s safety could
be at stake.”
Brad Scott arranges the warning

signs into two categories: physical evidence and telltale ride characteristics.
Bent, corroded, and leaking components are obvious red flags – though it’s
not always an open-and-shut case. For
example, he says, on heavy-duty vehicles, a uniform ring of moisture around
the top of the shock right underneath
the dust boot with dirt and grime
adhering to it – referred to as “misting”
– is in fact normal. “These heavy-duty
shocks are hitting such a high operating temperature that when the rod
extends, a sheen of oil appears, and
evaporates when it hits the cooler atmospheric air and settles on the top of the
shock. An actual run of moisture would
be a sign of leaking.” Worrisome ride
characteristics include excessive nosediving, excessive swaying in corners,
and steering wheel vibration.
Derek Dewar, counterperson,
Carquest Auto Parts, Ajax, Ontario,
says the safety aspect of ride control
needs to be better understood by jobber staff. “That’s especially true for
walk-in customers. I show them what we
have and explain to them what’s better
for the suspension ride, and then let
them decide what they want to spend.
But for shocks I make sure they buy
two.”
Sales staff awareness is critical, says
Paul Michaud, owner of Matheson Auto
Parts in Matheson, Ontario. “We try
to explain what’s needed before the
customer places an order so they know
what they’re getting into before they
start a job. If they’re replacing something and we feel they need an added
component to facilitate the change, we
explain it to them. But if you don’t have
the knowledge, the parts just aren’t
going to work for them.”
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AutoServiceWorld.com

is now on Facebook

Thousands of you already like us on the web every month.

Now You Can Like Us on Facebook
AutoServiceWorld.com serves Canada’s Automotive Aftermarket,
including Manufacturing, Distribution, Retailing and Service.
Representing Newcom’s Automotive Division properties:
Jobber News, CARS Magazine, and L’Automobile.

AutoServiceWorld.com is part of Newcom Business Media
80 Valleybrook Drive, Toronto, ON M3B 2S9
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Lighting and Wiper Technology

High-Tech Advancement
Boosts Sales Options
By Steve Pawlett

D

rivers make numerous critical decisions every day.
More often than not, these decisions are made in split
seconds, so it’s paramount that both vehicle lighting
and wiper blades are in peak operating condition, providing drivers a clear view at all times. Advancement in technology in both of these categories continues to provide
more sales options for jobbers.
“Styling, appearance, brand image, and the look of the
vehicle are the main factors driving the changes in automotive lighting,” explains Osram Sylvania global senior
marketing director David Hulick. “Lighting is one of the
most dominant design elements for brand differentiation.
With new technologies such as laser, OLED, and advancements in LED output/efficiency, doors are being opened
for automotive stylists to bring their imaginations to life.
Lighting will get smarter as U.S. regulations catch up to
other regions, such as Europe.
“Lighting technology advances will give car makers
the ability to offer consumers new levels of performance,
features, and durability,” he continues. “LED headlights
offer many features to benefit automakers and consumers.
For example, they are resistant to shock and vibration, and
their small size enables lower profiles and flexibility in
design.”
“LED lighting is replacing halogen and HID lighting
more and more, with its longer service life, reduction in
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weight, and lower power consumption. With the growing
trend of intelligent lighting systems, only LEDs can actually be programmed to dynamically react to all driving and
weather conditions. These features, along with their small
size, give LED lighting the ability to operate in clusters for
unique designs for maximum flexibility,” explains Hella’s
Alfredo De La Vega.
“Headlamp designs are becoming more compact and
lower in profile as the lighting technology transitions from
halogen and HID to LED,” adds Philips Automotive senior
marketing manager Ann-Marie Hines. “As a result, headlights are becoming more complex, which is driving up
the cost. When an LED-based lamp needs to be replaced,
you have to replace the entire lamp. Unlike halogen and
HID lighting, you cannot just replace the LED light source.
However, LED headlamps are more robust and designed to
last much longer than either halogen or HID.”
“Piped LED is a growing trend in headlamp design,
but is more of a fashion statement. LEDs are becoming
standard equipment, and technology has greatly improved
over the years making performance almost equal to that of
HID,” adds Justin MacLauchlan of PIAA.
“By 2025, LED is projected to have 40% infiltration at
headlight and 60% at stop/tail light. Halogen is expected
to be flat for the following five years driven by countries like
India, Russia, Brazil, Thailand and Indonesia. HID lighting
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has reached its peak this year and is forecasted to decline
over the next several years as LED adoption increases,”
explains Attila Kurthy, GE Lighting’s global product manager, automotive
“While LED replacement interior lights are increasingly popular, advancement in the light output of LEDs has
increased dramatically over the last few years, allowing for
enough light to safely illuminate the front of vehicles as headlights and fog lights. Other lights on vehicles, such as brake,
turn, park, daytime running lights, and more are growing more quickly into LED systems as well,” adds Sylvania
Automotive Lighting marketing manager Brian Noble.
“Our emphasis, and the trend among many auto parts
distributors, is on delivering innovative, premium replacement lighting technologies that help dramatically improve
the consumer’s driving visibility. The average age of drivers
continues to rise, and they’re driving more miles at night
and in inclement conditions than ever before,” explains
Michael McKee, director, global visibility, at Federal-Mogul.
“The ability to upgrade to better-than-OE headlamps at an
affordable price is very appealing to consumers. The key, of
course, is making them aware that these upgrade opportunities exist.”
“It is not only about the light source, but the components,
such as electronics and cameras. Jobbers and drivers can
expect more sophisticated vehicles, which may require a
different set of tools and knowledge to repair plus a longer
replacement rate,” points
out Hella’s De La Vega.
Traditional
lighting
like halogen and HID,
in addition to the latest
technologies like LED, will
all continue to be important options as automotive
manufacturers look to continue to deliver good/better/best options for consumers.
According to a 2012 market report, McKinsey & Company
predicts a sharp increase in LED lighting adoption in the
automotive category by the end of the decade. By 2020,
researchers expect to see LED share nearly triple to 34% of
the overall automotive lighting market. This forecast is based
on the anticipated growth in LED headlight adoption by
OEMs during the next five years.
“In the near future, North American jobbers will see more
LED-based lamp designs. However, the LED-based designs
should last the life of the vehicle under expected operating
conditions. OLED-based tail lamps are being considered
for vehicle introduction towards the end of this decade.
Government regulations are currently restricting the introduction of laser-based and more advanced LED-based headlamp designs,” adds Hines.
The RF Series and LP Series of PIAA LED lamps provide
brilliant illumination with lower power consumption than
conventional LED and halogen lamps. They light the road
with bright white colour that is clearly visible to oncoming
traffic, providing an added measure of driving safety typical
of LED systems available today.
PIAA’s new LED bulbs allow replacement of halogen fog
light bulbs with a PIAA LED Bulb Conversion Kit. This LED
lighting bulb upgrade is available in two colour options:
Xenon White 6000K or Ion Yellow 2800K. “Designed for a
quick and easy install, they plug directly in place of stock

bulbs. The low power draw means these LED performance
bulbs use up to 75% less energy than the bulbs they will be
replacing.”
Sylvania Automotive Lighting has expanded the Sylvania
SilverStar zXe series with xenon-fuelled halogen fog lights
and a line of zXe HID bulb replacements, slated to hit store
shelves in late September. SilverStar zXe headlights are the
whitest colour temperature product in the high performance
series line-up, giving enthusiasts the style they desire whether
they have halogen or HID lights.
There are also expansions to the Sylvania Zevo LED
Lighting product lines this year. The line includes mini
bulbs for interior and exterior applications that cover the
majority of applications, a unique fog daytime running light,
7-inch round sealed beam replacements, DRL pipe and pixel
designs, a 4-inch fog light and an LED strip kit suitable for
interior applications.
Philips recently introduced its new X-tremeVision LED Fog
Lamp for halogen fog bulb replacement. It delivers a bright,
white 6000K light that matches perfectly with the colour of
xenon and LED headlights and Philips CrystalVision ultra
upgrade headlight bulbs. Philips X-tremeVision LED fog
lights offer easy plug-and-play replacement for H8, H11, and
H16 halogen fog bulbs and are designed to deliver a 12-year
lifetime.
Hella has introduced new 90mm LED Module lights that
provide more illumination and safety with no maintenance,
due to passive cooling. The
new Rallye 4000 X LED
auxiliary light from Hella
features an innovative
double reflector and highpower performance LEDs
that ensure optimal visibility and active road safety in
any driving situation.
Wagner has expanded coverage of three premium capsule technologies: Wagner NightDefense, TruView Plus, and
BriteLite headlamps and fog lamps.
Wagner NightDefense capsules feature an exclusive tricolour/tri-zone coating that disperses light up to 40%
brighter and projects a beam pattern that is up to 60 feet
longer than standard OEM lamps. This unique technology
provides a yellow light at the top view to be non-glaring into
oncoming traffic, while the whiter wider light makes it easier
to read signs on the side of the road.
Wagner TruView Plus capsules feature a xenon gas charge
to last longer, offer the purest, whitest light among replacement capsules and provide the look of HID lamps.
Wagner BriteLite capsules are equipped with xenon
gas and high-powered low-beam filaments; these lighting
capsules deliver 80% more light to the road and create a
beam pattern that is 120 feet longer than standard halogen
headlamps.
GE’s Night Hawk Xenon products deliver better visibility
and illumination than standard halogen headlamps. The
expanded line, which now includes D3 and D4, fits a variety
of domestic and import vehicles, from Chevrolet and Ford to
Volkswagen and Porsche.
The GE Auto Bulb Finder App helps customers find
automotive parts suppliers with a regional search function.
Available for download by Apple iPhone and Android users,
customers simply enter their car info and select the product

The ability to upgrade to better-than-OE
headlamps at an affordable price is very
appealing to consumers
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needed, to be presented with a number of replacement lamp
solutions.
“Better lighting makes night-time driving safer and more
comfortable, and upgrade headlight bulbs make lighting better,” says Hines. “So while our message is very basic, it serves
as a strong selling tool: ‘Put more light on the road, and
you’ll put more cash in your pocket.’
“This applies to jobbers as well as their service shop customers,” Hines continues. “Vehicle lighting is one of the most
under-performed of maintenance services. Just like wiper
blades and tires, headlights wear out and get dim over time.
To make matters worse, drivers become accustomed to the
reduced lighting and fail to mention it to their technician
when they bring their car in for service. Jobbers should be
aware that proper lighting maintenance with upgrade headlight bulbs can create a valuable opportunity for extra shop
profits and help boost driver safety at the same time.”
“Jobbers should be aware that from our research, we have
found that consumers are extremely receptive to the idea
that better headlights help them see further down-road,

V

Wiper Technology

ehicle wiper blades have also experienced a number of technological advances, as well as many design challenges posed
by advanced OE model designs.
Nearly 70% of new vehicle models come equipped with a beam or
hybrid blade. These are the latest designs in wipers. The aerodynamic spoilers on these blades utilize the wind to press the blade onto the
windshield to maximize contact with the glass. Beam blades feature
a one-piece structure that provides a uniform wipe across the entire
length of the wiper blade.
“There has been a strong
shift toward flat or ‘beam’
blades at the OE level, and
we continue to see strong
growth for this technology
in the aftermarket,” explains
Mike McKee, global product
director, Anco Wiper Blades,
Federal-Mogul Corp.
Anco’s Transform Hybrid
Wiper blade integrates the
aerodynamic features of a
beam-style wiper with the
evenly distributed pressure
points of a conventional
structure for exceptional
wipe performance. Anco
Transform is a replacement
blade for vehicles that came
equipped with hybrid technology, or an upgrade for vehicles that
utilize a J hook design.
Anco’s Contour Beam blade and Profile beam blade are premium
all-season performance blades utilizing advanced technology for
all-season performance. They feature an infinite amount of pressure
points for better blade-to-windshield contact. Patented Articulated
Contact Technology permits unrestricted flexing for more uniform
pressure distribution and improved conformance to today’s curved
windshields.
PIAA windshield wiper blades are made with silicone rubber, to
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which in turn helps them feel safer and more secure when
driving at night,” adds Noble. “Asking a simple question such
as ‘Do you want to see better when driving at night?’ can help
consumers understand the benefits of upgrading their headlights. If there is an object on the road, high-performance
headlights can help you react sooner. Any step above a basic
headlight replacement helps to create a better experience
for the driver, a trusted piece of advice from the jobber, and
higher sales overall.”
Awareness is the number-one barrier to increased sales of
premium lighting products. Most drivers have been in situations when they wished they had better driving visibility; so
presenting them with an opportunity to avoid those dangers
and uncomfortable situations is a great way to gain a sale and
a longer-term customer. Research has shown that the best
way to build awareness is at the point of sale, with a highimpact display that clearly communicates product benefits.
This approach can convince many consumers to upgrade
their headlamps immediately rather than wait until one of
their existing lamps burns out.

ensure greater visibility by coating the windshield with silicone to promote continuous water beading in inclement weather. “The silicone
rubber is also twice as durable as traditional rubber, allowing them
to perform better over a longer period of time. Plus, the Aero Vogue
and Super Silicone blades are refillable with our wiper refills,” adds
MacLauchlin.
Trico Force and Trico Onyx are both high-wind beam blades
with a patented swept-wing spoiler that slices through wind speeds
in excess of 220 kph (135
mph) caused by cross
winds, buffeting truck winds
and general traffic turbulence. The VorTec aerofoil
converts wind force for
maximum windshield contact and the robust superstructure provides durable
all-weather performance.
Trico NeoForm beam
wiper blades provide original factory quality with the
value-added performance
of Teflon wiper blade surface protector for a smoother wipe and longer life. An
exclusive dual-point coupler helps eliminate streaking, and the memory curve
steel beam provides uniform pressure.
Hella provides jointless single-piece wiper blades that deliver a
clean wipe at every point. Their nanotechnology graphite-coated
rubber blades provide smooth and quiet operation with clear visibility.
Like bulbs and many other auto parts, wiper blades age and
decrease in performance with time and need to be replaced from
time to time. Certainly better products are extending overall car life,
so jobbers, manufacturers, and all those involved in the distribution
chain must direct efforts to educate consumers in proper replacement times, regular inspections, and preventive maintenance.
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What’s in it for you?

Women in the Automotive Aftermarket

Building Trust Builds Better Business: Profile of Emily Chung, AutoNiche

A business owner’s greatest battle today is to win the trust of
customers. The winners are those who communicate openly and often,
have a clear and committed vision, and initiate, build, and maintain
long-lasting relationships with their customers.
For Emily Chung, the owner and founder of AutoNiche, to trust
someone is to know someone. And while it can be difficult to truly get
to know your customers and let them get to know you, she knows that
offering outstanding services with a focus on customer relations builds
trust and ultimately builds a better business.
Emily Chung holds an Honours BA from the University of Waterloo,
and prior to founding AutoNiche, worked in psychological testing and
human resources.
“I wasn’t always involved in the aftermarket industry, although my
father is an automotive parts wholesaler,” says Emily. “But while I was
on my maternity leave, I decided to go to trade school to learn more
about my car, and I thought it would be helpful for my career and - why
not - for the family business.”
Emily’s experience with the automotive aftermarket industry has been
challenging but also rewarding. She learnt about herself and how
willing she was to sacrifice in order to pursue her vision for the business
she was building. She believed in her mission of supporting her staff
so they could perform to the best of their abilities. Her mind was set
to provide excellent customer service, and one of the aspects she was
focused on was communications.
“A concrete, very simple example of how we continuously work to
enhance our communication would be when clients indicate they
need their car back by a certain time to pick up their child from school
– let’s say they indicated 3 pm. What we do is confirm if they need
to leave our shop at 3 pm or arrive at school by 3 pm. That helps us
with our scheduling, but also allows us to better manage our clients’
expectations. A happy customer is a returning customer.”
Many times, technicians need to educate the customers as to why
they need to maintain their car, why certain components should be
replaced, when it’s appropriate, and how important it is to follow the
manufacturer’s maintenance schedule.
Having conversations about what customers want from their vehicle
and how long they want their vehicles to last is extremely important.
Helping them plan for maintenance and a smart way to budget for
repairs informs service planning, makes for knowledgeable customers
who return, and helps grow the business.
“Every time customers bring their vehicles in for a particular issue,
we perform a thorough inspection and we communicate the findings
to them. We’re not just inspecting their complaint – it wouldn’t be
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appropriate if we addressed that only, and didn’t inform them that
there’s a different safety issue with their vehicle, if that’s the case. We
handwrite cards to thank our clients for their business because we do
value them. At the end of the day, they have many choices when it
comes to auto repair shops and we’re thankful they chose us!”
In 2015, Emily Chung was one of the panellists of the Women’s
Leadership Conference organized by the Automotive Industries
Association (AIA) of Canada. Her story of struggle, determination,
continuous learning, and ultimately, business success was impressive,
and many of the 120 attendees left the day inspired.
“More women are getting into the trade because there are more
opportunities,” she says. “The industry is slowly becoming more
accepting of women.”
Opportunities like the Women’s Leadership Conference provide women
in the automotive aftermarket with a great space for learning and
growing together. In addition to celebrating visionary women and
their remarkable leadership in non-traditional female careers, the
conference also offered ample opportunity to network and connect
with professionals like Emily Chung.
“I liked the encouraging and positive environment,” says Emily.
“Sometimes we are so busy being caught up with the daily activities
that we don’t take enough time to acquire new skills. Leadership is a
heavy responsibility and we need to invest in continuous learning in
order to give those who follow us our best. Who wants to be led by
someone with outdated skills or subpar traits? I saw many leaders in
the room - not only corporate but I think personal as well, as wives,
moms, sisters, and aunts. There’s so much room for us to be amazing
role models. It was great being part of a positive environment and
knowing that other women attended with the same goal - to better
themselves and their businesses.”
It’s common knowledge that customers who trust you and your
business will buy more services over the lifetime of your relationship.
Building trust builds a better business. Great service matters and Emily
Chung knows it, because her drive and passion come from her ability to
see herself as the business she has built on trust and respect.
Automotive Industries
Association of Canada
180 Elgin Street, Suite 1400
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 2K3
Telephone: (800) 808-2920
Fax: (613) 728-6021
www.aiacanada.com
facebook.com/aiaofcanada
Twitter @aiaofcanada
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AAPEX 2015: Bigger than Ever!
F

or more than 25 years
now, the Automotive
Aftermarket Products
Expo (AAPEX) has been
the premier global event
representing the $477
billion global aftermarket auto parts industry. Located again this
year at the Sands Expo,
AAPEX 2015 will feature more than 2,400
exhibitors, 5,000 booths,
50-plus AAPEXedu sessions and 39,000 targeted buyers. AAPEX takes
place Tuesday Nov. 3 to
Thursday Nov. 5, 2015,
at the Sands Expo, Las
Vegas Nev., with AAPEXedu sessions starting on Monday,
November 2.
Every year, tens of thousands of automotive aftermarket
professionals from all over the globe attend AAPEX for cutting-edge education, networking opportunities, and access
to the latest technologies from domestic and international
suppliers. Approximately 130,000 automotive aftermarket
professionals, representing nearly 140 countries, are projected to attend AAPEX 2015.

AAPEX Mobile App

Download the newest release of the free AAPEX mobile app,
your complete guide to the show while you are in Las Vegas.
The AAPEX app, sponsored by ZF Services, puts a wealth of
useful information literally at your fingertips. The AAPEX
2015 Mobile App can be downloaded from the AAPEX website, or from the App Store and Google Play.

Tesla Motors’ Louis Efron is Keynote

Louis Efron, head of global employee management and
leadership development for Tesla Motors, will deliver the
2014 AAPEX Keynote address, “Tesla Motors’ Magic: Why
Purpose Matters Most,” during the AAPEX 2105 General
Session. Free to AAPEX attendees, Efron’s presentation is
scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 4 from 8:00 to 8:50 a.m. at
the Venetian.
Efron is a contributing writer for Forbes magazine and the
Huffington Post, and the author of How to Find A Job, Career
and Life You Love. He is an award-winning human resources
executive, entrepreneur, thought leader, writer, speaker,
and theatre director, producer, and founder of World Child
Cancer USA. Efron has lived and worked throughout the
United States, Europe, Africa, and Asia. His passion and
purpose are enlightening, inspiring, and teaching others.

New Products and Packaging Showcase

Hundreds of new products are expected to make their debut
at AAPEX 2015. All entries will be displayed prominently
in the new Products Showcase, and attendees can use the
latest scanning technology to choose the Best New Product
28
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in each of nine categories: Accessories and
General Merchandise;
Appearance Chemicals
& Car Care; Automotive
Lighting; Business Tools
& Services; Chemical
Lubricants & Filters; Hard
Parts; Safety; Technology;
and Tools & Equipment.
The AAPEX 2015
New Packaging Showcase
will spotlight the latest innovative, ecofriendly and easy-tomerchandise
design
that will help attendees
stay ahead of the curve
and ultimately sell more
products. Entries will be displayed in six categories:
Economics; Environmental Impact; Innovation; Marketing;
Performance; and Protection. The Association for Packaging
and Processing Technologies (PMMI) will judge this year’s
entries, and awards will be presented for the Best New
Packaging in each category.

AAPEXedu 2015 Program

This year’s AAPEXedu education program promises to be
more relevant and impactful than ever. Education at AAPEX
2015 will address the most current issues and challenges in
the automotive aftermarket industry, including business,
sales management, technical trends, best practices, and
many more topics vital to the industry.
AAPEXedu 2015 will offer a combination of attendees’
favorite presenters and topics, as well as several new experts
and sessions that will challenge attendees to think differently to solve their most difficult issues. The more than 50
AAPEXedu sessions in this year’s program will be presented in six newly designated tracks: Technology/Disruptive;
Technology/Vehicle Systems; Technology/Operating Your
Business; Industry Trends – Facts and Figures; Management/
Profitability; and Sales/Marketing/Customer Service. Repair
shop roundtables, facilitated by Rick White, president and
CEO, One Eighty Business Solutions, will round out the 2015
AAPEXedu program, with discussions on best practices and
common challenges facing service professionals.
Among the top sessions and favourite presenters returning to the 2015 program are:
• David Portalatin, The NPD Group, “2016 Aftermarket
Outlook”
• Mark Seng, IHS Automotive, “Five Trends in Five Minutes”
• Marty Gold, Gold n’ Brown, “Selling Parts for Imports”
and “Have You Ever Tried Listening to Your Customers?”
• Jim Pancero, Jim Pancero, Inc., “How Best to Connect with
the Millennial Buyer” and “Will You Be Able to Attract the
Best Millennials to Your Sales Team?”
• Bob DeStefano, SVM E-Marketing Systems, “How to Profit
from Online Marketing” and “How to Put Your Online
Marketing Toolbox to Work”
JOBBER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2015
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KYB Shocks & Struts
Research, testing, zero-defect manufacturing tolerance and a commitment to
original vehicle design and performance. The choice of New Vehicle Manufacturers
and Top Service Professionals around the world.
Beware of Copies & Imitations
If it doesn’t have the KYB logo - it’s not KYB. Anything less than KYB.......is just less!
Please visit us at www.kyb.com to learn more
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SEMA Show 2015:
The Specialty Equipment Market Celebrates

S

EMA is the premier automotive specialty
products trade event in the world. It draws
the industry’s brightest minds and hottest
products to one place: the Las Vegas Convention
Center. In addition, the SEMA show provides
attendees with useful and fascinating educational
seminars, product demonstrations, special events,
networking opportunities, and more.
The Specialty Equipment Marketing Association’s premier annual trade event, SEMA, takes
place November 3-6, 2015 at the Las Vegas Convention Center, located at 3150 Paradise Road,
Las Vegas, Nev.
What follows is just a small overview of the
many events, educational opportunities, and highlights this year’s show.
Keynote & Coffee
Monday–Thursday, November 2–5, 2015
8:00 a.m.
Las Vegas Convention Center, N258
The SEMA Show is bringing back one of the most exciting
attractions from last year’s event. Keynote & Coffee features
thought leaders in business and industry to help you get an
early start on your day with stimulating perspectives on how
to look at your business in a slightly different way.
The free seminars will kick off every morning of the show
at 8:00 a.m., before the exhibit hall opens and the conference sessions begin, meaning you’ll have a chance to get your
brain moving with new ideas about the industry before you
plunge into your day’s activities – and you’ll get a free cup of
coffee to go along with it. Each of the sessions will have their
own theme and speakers who represent some of the most
forward-thinkers you’ll find in the industry today.
New Products Showcase
The SEMA Show New Products Showcase, one of the most
sought-after attractions at the annual event, will be located
on the bridge between the central and south halls at the west
end of the Las Vegas Convention Center during the 2015
SEMA Show.
Occupying a key path between two Halls, the New Products Showcase will be easily accessible to showgoers on route
to either the Central or South Halls. The New Products
Showcase will also feature extended hours and be available
before and after the show floor opens and closes.
SEMA Ignited
Friday, November 6, 2015 3:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m.
Las Vegas Convention Center, Gold Lot
The world’s most original and celebrated customized vehicles from the 2015 SEMA Show will gather and be accessible to the public on Friday afternoon, as the SEMA Cruise
concludes at SEMA Ignited. The event will give consumers a
rare opportunity to collect and share images of hundreds of
customized vehicles featuring the newest and most innovative products from the 2015 SEMA Show. The Friday night
event will also serve as the backdrop for nationwide media
30
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coverage – including on-site taping for a nationally televised
broadcast special – and include “best of show” awards, food
trucks, music, entertainment, automotive celebrities, builders and more.
SEMA Battle of the Builders Competition
Featured at SEMA Ignited
Friday, November 6, 2015 3:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m.
Las Vegas Convention Center, Gold Lot
Car customizers take extraordinary machines and make
them even better. Along the way, the vehicles and products
displayed at the SEMA Show set the trends for the rest of us
to follow. SEMA is going to highlight the vehicles and their
builders for the one shot to steal the spotlight at the 2015
SEMA Show and SEMA Ignited in Las Vegas.
Education Seminars
Monday–Friday, November 2–6, 2015 9:30 a.m.–4:00 p.m.
Las Vegas Convention Center, North Hall Meeting Rooms
The SEMA Show offers more than 50 free and several “payto-attend” educational events that cover everything from
online marketing to customer service, collision repair, tires,
industry trends, and more. These courses are designed to
provide practical tools, and they are presented by top industry experts. The courses and events are open only to registered 2015 SEMA Show attendees, exhibitors and media. For
a complete list of the 2015 curricula, visit www.SEMAShow.
com/education.
Gear-Up Girl Networking Event, Powered by SBN
Monday, November 2, 2015 3:30 p.m.–5:00 p.m.
Las Vegas Convention Center
Calling Female Professionals: The SEMA Businesswoman’s
Network (SBN) will again host the Gear-up Girl Networking
event at this year’s SEMA Show. Started in 2011 as part of the
SEMA Education student program, Gear-up Girl is designed
to connect female students with industry-leading female
professionals. Join us for this dynamic mixer that brings
together generations of female professionals.
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You’ll be glad you chose TRICO.

®

now.
TRICO® wipers perform when your
customers need them most.
Here’s what makes our wiper products profitable for you:
• Quality: Providing maximum driving visibility for your customers.
• Efficiency: Every blade is designed to go on easily,
saving you time.
• Comprehensive Line: More styles and sizes, including basic
conventional, premium beam, factory replacement, universal fit
and specialty blades.
• Technology: Our unparalleled R&D facilities allow us to provide
innovative solutions that lead the global marketplace.

tricoproducts.com
DUPONT™ and TEFLON® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
and are used under license by Trico Products Corporation and its affiliates.
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For the Duty
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Heavy
Engine Oils

September 2015

PC-11A vs. PC-11B

What You Need To Know
T

he upcoming PC-11 category will be split between backwards-compatible and new, lower-viscosity lubricants
– and it’s a major step forward for the marketplace.
The decision to split the upcoming PC-11 heavy-duty
engine oil category is a crucial one, driven by a shifting
global focus toward increased efficiency in all trucks. Where
past categories revolved around emissions reduction, PC-11
contributes to better fuel economy – a goal shared by all
industry stakeholders.
By distinguishing PC-11A and PC-11B lubricants, the new
category defines both backwards-compatible lubricants for
existing trucks and new, lower-viscosity lubricants for modern hardware. PC-11B marries new engine designs with lower
viscosity lubricants, while PC-11A accounts for the millions
of older-model trucks on the road today, ensuring that hardware and lubricant technology continue to evolve in tandem.

Key Differences

PC-11A and PC-11B lubricants are distinguished by their
high temperature high shear (HTHS) viscosity rates. PC-11A
lubricants are defined as those with a minimum 3.5 HTHS,
while PC-11B lubricants fall between 2.9 and 3.2 HTHS.
Because lubricants exist in a hot and turbulent engine
environment, HTHS viscosity measurements more accurately
mimic the behaviour of an engine, and better correlate with
potential fuel economy benefits. And as viscosity grades continue to trend lower, it’s important that the industry becomes
familiar with HTHS, what it means, and how it is used.
PC-11A is designed as a broad fit for existing trucks, and
requires higher levels of protection and performance for end
users than the previous standard, API CJ-4. While lubricants
classified under PC-11A are backwards-compatible, this
category nevertheless represents a major step up for performance, and will require significant investment to meet the
new requirements.
PC-11A lubricants will correlate with familiar kinematic
viscosity grades as defined within API CJ-4, such as 15W-40,
10W-30, 5W-30, and so on. Once final, PC-11A is expected to
be called API CK-4 in keeping with traditional nomenclature
of the category.
PC-11B reflects the increasing adoption of lower-viscosity
lubricants in modern engine hardware, and will standardize these advanced products while maintaining protection
and durability. These lubricants will mostly correspond with
the kinematic viscosities 10W-30 and 5W-30, but will be referenced by their lower HTHS viscosity, to be distinguished
from PC-11A.
Because of their lower viscosities, PC-11B lubricants
will primarily contribute to greater fuel economy gains in
32
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engines specifically designed to take advantage of lower
viscosity lubricants; PC-11B lubricants may not be broadly
backwards-compatible. Once final, PC-11B is anticipated to
be named API FA-4.

Performance Requirements

It is well established that lower viscosities contribute to fuel
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BIGGER.
STRONGER.

Soaked in our proprietary
9-cleaning-agent formula,
these extra large 10” x 12”
wipes are built to withstand
vigorous scrubbing and
your toughest messes.

TOUGHER.

Our tough wipes are the
perfect tool to knock out
grease, oil, tar, scuff marks,
brake dust and other
messes to make
clean-up on and off the
job quicker and easier.
The final touch that shows
you went the extra mile
to make sure
everything is perfect.
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economy gains, but it becomes more
challenging to maintain protective benefits as viscosity goes lower. To ensure
this protection and durability, all PC-11
lubricants, through each split category,
will be subjected to the same rigorous
performance testing.
As mentioned, PC-11 sets considerably higher performance limits than
API CJ-4 for all lubricants, and includes
two new tests: the CAT C13 Aeration
test, and the Mack T13 oxidation test.
Development of new oils that meet the
performance requirements standardized
by PC-11A and PC-11B will require significant investment, formulation expertise, and advanced additive chemistry.
Although both categories require the
same set of performance requirements, it
is expected that PC-11B oils will be challenged beyond that of PC-11A, because
they will need to demonstrate the same
level of protective benefits but at a lower
viscosity level.

Implications
PC-11 lubricants are expected to be
available in the marketplace before the
end of 2016 (first licensing is expected to
be December 1, 2016), and the category’s
uncompromising nature is important
going forward. Lower viscosities are here
to stay, and while fuel economy gains are
a must in today’s marketplace, they must
be balanced with durability and protection to achieve total efficiency.
PC-11B, particularly, helps deliver
fuel-efficient, lower-viscosity lubricants
that can stand up to the hotter, higherpressure conditions of modern engine
hardware. Additive lubricant technology continues to advance, allowing for
thinner and more fuel-efficient oils that
provide excellent protective benefits.
Modern heavy-duty hardware can take
full advantage of these lower viscosity
lubricants, and that benefits everyone
– federal regulators, OEMs, and fleet
managers.

Preparing For The Next Heavy-Duty Engine Oil
Proposed Category 11 — or PC-11 for
short — is the next heavy-duty engine
oil performance category, superseding the existing API CJ-4, currently in development by the American
Petroleum Institute (API). Like all new
categories, PC-11 began development
at the request of the Truck and Engine
Manufacturers Association (EMA) in
order to help better suit industry needs.
PC-11 will receive an official name as it
comes closer to being finalized. First
licensing is currently expected in late
2016.
Q: Why is PC-11 important?
A: Recent API C (Commercial) categories have predominantly dealt with
challenges presented by diesel engine
changes concerning emissions of particulate matter and NOx, on which
regulation has imposed strict directives
in the past few decades.
PC-11, however, is driven by greenhouse gas emissions and fuel economy
concerns. While increased fuel economy has been a driving concern of the
passenger car industry for several years,
in the world of heavy-duty trucks, this
has previously been something of a side
issue – overshadowed to some extent by
emissions concerns, as just mentioned.
This new push from regulators for
higher fuel economy aligns with fleet
managers’ and truck makers’ desire for
more fuel-efficient vehicles.
Q: How far-reaching is PC-11?
A: API categories typically have had
the most reach within North and South

America, as well as Africa and Asia.
Even though PC-11 is an American category in development through the API,
it will have global ramifications. While
Europe, for instance, has its own categories through the European Automobile
Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA),
many oil marketers wish to offer the
same product globally – a product that
meets a more comprehensive spectrum
of specifications.
Q: Which vehicles are affected by PC-11?
A: PC-11 predominantly affects large
diesel engines, including heavy-duty
and medium-duty over-the-road vehicles. PC-11 also applies to off-highway
vehicles including construction and
agricultural equipment, which make
up a large portion of lubricant consumers.
Q: What is different about PC-11 from
past categories?
A: The EMA’s request was driven by
two overarching concerns: firstly, how
oil can help contribute directly to
improved fuel economy; and secondly,
changes in truck engines, many of
which are driven by improved fuel
economy, that now require oils providing more robust protection in new
hardware.
One way to improve fuel economy
is lower-viscosity oils. However, engine
durability remains the most prominent
concern for end users and requires
that lower-viscosity oils meet the same
high-durability standards as traditional-viscosity oils.
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Do you know who the

Best Counterperson is?

Andrew Malone,
B&B Dixon Automotive Inc.,
Newmarket, Ont.
2014 Counterperson of the Year

The 2015
2013 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
Anyone can nominate a counterperson, and anyone is eligible.
Evaluation and selection of the winner will be made on the basis
of experience, training, as well as customer and store owner comments.
While not mandatory, participation in and organizing of training clinics,
proficiency in computer cataloguing programs, and professional
certifications such as Red Seal and ASE Parts Specialist will all be
,
considered strongly in a nominee s favour.

Formally named the Abe Schwartz Counterperson of the Year
Award, it is named after the late owner of century-old British Auto
Supply in Toronto, who worked behind the counter for more than
half a century.

The 2015 Jobber News Counterperson
of the Year Award is sponsored by:

www.epicor.com

Nominate your choice online at www.autoserviceworld.com or complete and mail the form below to:
Jobber Awards c/o Counterperson Award, 80 Valleybrook Drive, Toronto, ON M3B 2S9 or fax to 416-510-5140.

I nominate:__________________________________

The reason I believe this nominee deserves this award is:

Who works at ______________________________________

___________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________

___________________________________________________

My Name ________________________________________
Company __________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________
Phone (______)_____________________________________
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ROCKSTARTM Hitch Mounted Mud Flaps have
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Because of durability concerns, there will be two branches within the PC-11 category based upon viscosity. PC-11A
oils, likely to be called API CK-4, will have the same viscosity limits as those oils we know today, and will be entirely
backwards-compatible with older engines.
PC-11B oils, which might be called API FA-4 or FA-1, however, will make up a split category for oils that are of a lower
viscosity than current CJ-4 oils. These oils have to provide
the same durability as the PC-11A thus requiring passing the
same sets of tests as PC-11A, but will be recommended only
for newer engines. As such, the PC-11A and PC-11B oils will
be split by HTHS (High Temperature High Shear) viscosity.
Q: What are the new tests defined by PC-11?
A: While no tests have been completely defined yet, we have
a good idea of what PC-11 will require of oils in order to
receive the certification.
Higher Temperatures: One way to make an engine more
fuel-efficient is to make it more thermally efficient, and
manufacturers are increasingly exploring this route. When
an engine runs at a hotter temperature, so does the oil lubricating it – and as that oil gets hotter, the thinner it becomes,
making protection more challenging. Also, oxidation is
more likely to occur at these higher temperatures.
Oil Aeration Test: Simply put, this test is to ensure the
prevention of air building up within the oil. This is a critical
test that assures an oil’s ability to resist air entrainment and
foaming, so that the lubricant continues to work as a noncompressible hydraulic fluid.
Shear Stability: PC-11 will require a high shear stability
of lubricants, helping them maintain the same level of protection after passing through the various parts of engines.
Viscosity naturally varies, getting slightly lower or higher
with the length of time an oil has been working within a
given engine. New requirements will ensure that the lubricants still offer the same protection under all conditions.
Q: What does PC-11 mean for industry stakeholders?
A: PC-11 will impact varying industry stakeholders in a few
ways:
• For OEMs, PC-11 will help achieve greater fuel economy and provide additional engine protection – helping
OEMs keep up with regulatory pressures and in developing
new, more efficient engines. Additionally, the PC-11B split
category will offer a very low-viscosity option that can be
utilized in modern engines.
• For oil marketers, PC-11 will offer further opportunity and incentive to differentiate. However, the further
fragmentation of oil types within PC-11A and B will likely
make it necessary for oil marketers to act quickly in moving
away from CJ-4 oils. Past oil categories have not been this
fragmented, and this sort of major change in the lubricants
landscape may spur further concern for end users.
• For end users, including fleet managers and those
purchasing these new oils, PC-11 will require becoming
more knowledgeable than with past categories. Knowing the
recommended oils for a given truck will be essential, given
the split category within PC-11. An educational push on this
front from many of the major oil marketers is expected. The
more educated individual end users become, the more likely
they are to not only purchase the correct lubricants for their
fleets, but the best lubricants – meaning greater quality,
durability, and longevity for fleets.
There is much work that needs to be accomplished as
PC-11 draws nearer. Perhaps more than any other category
in the past, PC-11 will require new testing, due in part to its
split categories.
For more information on PC-11, visit www.HDDEO.com.
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact aross@jobbernews.com

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Allan’s Automotive Electronics Ltd.

www.allansautomotive.com
Phone: 780-469-8060
Your Automotive Test Equipment Repair
Specialist Tool Sales and Service.
We provide service and warranty for most makes
of automotive test equipment.

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Aisin World Corp. of America, Inc.
(AWA), a leading Tier
One automotive
components supplier and one of the world’s
largest manufacturers of aftermarket parts.
AISIN’s original equipment technology and
know-how is used to ensure product quality and
reliability. To learn more about our products,
request a catalogue today.
www.aisinaftermarket.com
Continental ContiTech

www.contitech.ca
“An Aftermarket line so premium you can only
call it Elite®.”
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines humming”

AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS
Carcone’s Auto Recycling and Wheel
Refinishing
www.carcone.com
With over 32 years of
experience Carcone’s
Auto Recycling & Wheel
Refinishing is your one stop for quality recycled
products and wheel refinishing needs. Call
today at 1-800-263-2022 or visit us on line at
www.carcone.com
Standard Auto Wreckers
View Our Online
Inventory @ www.
standardautowreckers.com
or call 416-286-8686.
Experienced Shipping Department to Ensure
Parts Arrive Safely.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
The Automotive Aftermarket E-Learning
Centre Ltd
www.aaec.ca
AAEC - BEST - Business
Evaluation Support &
Training - Instructing
and Coaching with
the Proven Business Management Tools that
drives a shop’s Bottom Line, Team Culture and
Marketplace Credibility.
Introducing Snap Admail™ for small business
Snap Admail™ is
a fast and easy
online tool for
marketing your small business. It gives you a
variety of design templates to choose from,
precise ways to target your audience and 24/7
expert consultation. Plus printing and mailing
of your message is looked after for you. Let Snap
Admail™ take the complexity out of marketing
your business.
Enter promo code 50SAVE4 and SAVE $50*
on your FIRST ORDER at canadapost.ca/
snapadmail
Vehicle Integrity Manager
www.vehicleim.com/
More than just a
replacement for your
inspection sheet.
Electronic Inspections are just the beginning!

Marketplace

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Bestbuy Distributors Limited
www.
bestbuydistributors.ca
Independent buying
group and warehouse
distributor that allocates its profits to member
shareholders and provides unbeatable value for
independent jobbers.
The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group
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ow connected are you? Depending on how you look at it, the connected car
– made possible by the coming together of dozens of technologies – will be
either the bane of the independent aftermarket’s existence, a foe created
by the OEMs to be vanquished, or a gathering of technologies that will tie
customers to independent service providers ever more tightly and make the
entire distribution chain more efficient.
Depending on where you and your customers are in terms of accepting and implementing technology, it could go either way. Cars are definitely getting smarter, so you can
expect that you and your business are going to have to get smarter right along with them.
Take telematics, for example. There are already aftermarket telematics solutions out
there, and while I will not oversimplify the process of getting them into consumers’ cars
(or overlook the concerns that keep some consumers from letting that happen), it’s important to recognize that the technology has the potential to genuinely improve the vehicle
owner’s experience. Not only can telematics enable car owners to connect with their service providers in a more effective way when they have a problem, they can – and should
– allow for the service industry to connect with the consumer before they have a problem.
Cars are increasingly able to predict for themselves when parts might be too degraded
to function properly, and I’m not just referring to emissions-related components that have
been so much of the focus of technology and telematics. Combined with increasingly
effective failure rate modelling, this will keep more products on the move to the repair
bay and fewer products sitting on shelves waiting.
You can expect more and more items to have the word “smart” preceding their names.
Smart bearings that communicate when they’re getting a tad wobbly, but before a driver
would ever notice, have already been the topic of discussion. And of course, there are
a number of systems that already alert the driver of waning performance – even simple
things like brake pad sensors or oil changes – and there is no reason that these wouldn’t
be prime candidates for a more connected experience.
My current vehicle already tells me when I’m a month away from requiring the scheduled service. Is it really so hard to believe that the next generation wouldn’t prompt a
service centre to call a driver to make an appointment? It doesn’t seem like that much of
a leap to me.
So to recap: cars are getting smarter, and that is going to require a smarter approach
from the aftermarket.
There are certainly technological challenges, but there are also some very human
obstacles to overcome, in terms of communicating effectively to car owners about a whole
new level of preventative maintenance.
Step one is to improve your own familiarity with what is available now at the OEM
level, what aftermarket solution can be offered to customers today, and what is expected
tomorrow.
Then talk to your shop owner customers and gauge what their expectations are, especially when it comes to timelines for implementing a plan. There will probably be much
less time before the connected car takes hold in the aftermarket than they may consider.
Put simply, they need to be as connected to their customers as their cars are. That’s
something I’m sure they will understand. And the coming state of technology has the
potential to do more to improve this shift than we have seen before.
Connecting with customers is, after all, an asset on which the independent aftermarket
service provider has prided itself for years. At last, technology may now be on its side.
— Andrew Ross, Publisher aross@jobbernews.com
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An aftermarket line so premium,
you can only call it Elite®.
For aftermarket parts that live up to a higher standard, depend on
Continental Elite. Our full line of automotive and heavy-duty products
delivers proven results every time, without exception.
Elite Engineering
Driven by more than a century of groundbreaking
research and proven track-to-street technology.
Elite Fit
Products meet or exceed OE standards, with
expanded coverage for all makes and models.
Elite Performance
Best-in-class
reliability and
durability for 100%
customer satisfaction.

The content of this publication is not legally binding and is provided as information only. The trademarks displayed in this publication are the property of
Continental AG and/or its affiliates. Copyright © 2015 ContiTech AG. All rights reserved. For complete information go to: www.contitech.de/discl_en

Contact us at 1-888-275-4397 www.contitech.ca
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Who Wants Rusty
Calipers Behind Their
Premium Wheels?
Now You Can Offer
your Customers a
Premium Caliper
To Match!

Scan here to learn more
about why CARDONE
ULTRA™ Calipers go
beyond others.

•
•
•
•
•

Premium Remanufactured Calipers
Exclusive Weather-Proof Powder Coating
Silver Finish Complements All Wheel Types
Banjo Bolts Included Where Applicable
Mounting Brackets & Hardware Included/Installed
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